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SYNOPSIS: Being a young person in today’s world is no easy task.
Tragically, many young people feel they are not able to cope and become
desperate to take their own lives. Suicide is not something that happens to
other people. It can be a reality in any family. This award-winning drama
creates an awareness in the minds of the audience regarding the everincreasing problem of teen suicide and the suffering felt by those who
survive a loved one’s suicide.
CAST OF CHARACTERS
(Flexible cast of 10; 1-9 Men, 1-9 Women)

JUMPER...................................................... (112 lines)
A GIRL OF SEVENTEEN......................... (0 lines)
WATCHER ................................................. (116 lines)
A STREET PERSON.................................. (0 lines)
POLICE OFFICER .................................... (0 lines)
UNIFORMED POLICE OFFICER .......... (0 lines)
MOTHER .................................................... (0 lines)
FATHER...................................................... (0 lines)
BOYFRIEND............................................... (0 lines)
THE BOY .................................................... (4 lines)
A YOUNG TEEN ........................................ (0 lines)
FRIENDS ..................................................... (0 lines)
THREE TEENAGE GIRLS....................... (0 lines)
CASTING

The casting of “The Bridge Watcher” is extremely flexible and can be
adjusted to meet any director’s needs. The following roles could be played
as either male or female: JUMPER, WATCHER, POLICE OFFICER,
BOYFRIEND, THE BOY, and FRIENDS. THE BOY could become THE
GIRL. Also, at the director’s discretion, the play could be performed with
only three characters: the JUMPER, WATCHER, and THE BOY.
NOTE: The Watcher should appear rather unruffled, in sharp contrast to the
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Jumper. The family and friends should be played as illusionary characters.
These characters are silent throughout the entire play.
SET
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A raised platform resembling a bridge with railings spans the upstage center
area. This area should be dim. The use of fog is not required, but would be
very effective. If you decide to use all of the characters, the downstage area
should be lighted separately.
THE PLACE

The entire play takes place on a bridge somewhere tonight.
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THE BRIDGE WATCHER
ACT ONE, SCENE 1
Setting:
The lights come up revealing a raised platform stretching across the
stage. The platform is slightly upstage and resembles a bridge with a
railing. There is a narrow ledge on the downstage side of the railing.
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At Rise:
If possible, fog shrouds the bridge and a ship's horn sounds in the
distance as the JUMPER enters on the bridge from stage left. The
JUMPER is an attractive girl of seventeen, dressed in jeans and a
sweater. The JUMPER is visibly upset and has been crying. She
crosses to the railing and looks down. Slowly, she climbs over the
railing and stands on the ledge. It is quite obvious that she is
considering jumping. The WATCHER enters on the bridge from stage
right unnoticed by the JUMPER. The WATCHER is bearded, dirty,
and dressed in tattered clothes. HE moves quietly toward the
JUMPER; then, stops and watches. The minute the JUMPER looks
about ready to jump, the WATCHER speaks.

WATCHER: Going to jump, huh?
JUMPER: (Startled.) What?! Oh . . .
WATCHER: Are you going to jump?
JUMPER: Jump? Oh . . . no . . . I wasn't going to jump . . . I WATCHER: Funny . . . looked like you wanted to jump.
JUMPER: Why would I want to do that?
WATCHER: Don't know.
JUMPER: I was just looking.
WATCHER: Looking?
JUMPER: Yes . . . to see what's down there.
WATCHER: Air.
JUMPER: What?
WATCHER: Air and water . . . not much else.
JUMPER: Yes, that's what I saw. Just water.
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WATCHER: And air.
JUMPER: (Irritated.) You can't see air.
WATCHER: No, but it's there. Well, are you going to jump?
JUMPER: No! I told you I wasn't going to jump.
WATCHER: Looked like you were going to jump.
JUMPER: I don't care what it looked like. Why don't you go
away and leave me alone.
WATCHER: So you can jump?
JUMPER: (Starts to protest, then says softly.) Maybe.
WATCHER: (Crosses to the railing.) It's a long way down.
JUMPER: So?
WATCHER: What if you change your mind?
JUMPER: Change my mind?
WATCHER: On the way down, I mean. The fall is going to take a
while, you might change your mind on the way down. Then what?
JUMPER: I won't! I won't change my mind!
WATCHER: Are you sure?
JUMPER: I'm sure.
WATCHER: Well, then . . . I guess you're going to jump.
JUMPER: I didn't say that!
WATCHER: That's right, you didn't. You said you wouldn't change
your mind. The mind is a funny thing, you can change it without
anyone knowing about it.
JUMPER: What do you mean?
WATCHER: When you change your clothes, people see the change.
When you change your hair style, people notice. But . . . when
you change your mind, no one sees it. You're the only one who
knows about the change. You could change your mind a hundred
times a day and no one would be the wiser.
JUMPER: Go away and leave me alone. (The WATCHER does not
move.) Please . . .
WATCHER: Where would I go?
JUMPER: Go home.
WATCHER: I am home.
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JUMPER: Where? Here? The bridge?
WATCHER: Yes.
JUMPER: You live here? What do you do?
WATCHER: Watch.
JUMPER: Watch? Watch what?
WATCHER: The bridge.
JUMPER: The bridge? You watch the bridge? What for? Why do
you . . . (Suddenly realizing.) For jumpers! You watch for people
jumping. (Climbing back over the railing to the bridge.) Go away!
Leave me alone! I am certainly not going to jump to give you any
kind of satisfaction.
WATCHER: Why would your jumping satisfy me?
JUMPER: Why else would you be here?
WATCHER: Maybe, I'm not.
JUMPER: Not what?
WATCHER: Here. Maybe I'm only an illusion, something in your
mind. It may be possible for you to change me, even as you
change your mind. If that's the case, only you and I would know
about it.
JUMPER: (Very upset.) Real or illusion, will you leave me alone?
(Pleading.) Please leave me alone.
WATCHER: So you can jump?
JUMPER: (Quietly.) I don't know.
WATCHER: So you can go home?
JUMPER: I don't know that either.
Optional: She leans on the railing. A light comes up on the mainstage
area. The MOTHER enters carrying a chair, she places the chair in
the pool of light and sits. The FATHER enters and starts to pace.
They look worried, the MOTHER has been crying. The JUMPER
sees them and says quietly.
JUMPER: Mom . . . Dad.
WATCHER: What?
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JUMPER: (Pointing.) They're right there . . . down there in the mist.
WATCHER: (Looking.) I don't see anything.
JUMPER: Right there! Don't you see them?
WATCHER: No. What are they doing?
MOTHER and FATHER do not speak, they slowly pantomime the
movements described by the JUMPER.
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JUMPER: My mother is sitting . . . she's crying. My father is pacing
back and forth.
WATCHER: Sounds like they might be worried . . . upset.
JUMPER: Worried? Worried about what?
WATCHER: Don't know. Maybe they lost something.
JUMPER: Lost something?
WATCHER: Something very important in their lives. Someone they
love.
A POLICE OFFICER enters the on stage pool of light and crosses to
an imaginary door. He also does not speak.
JUMPER: There is someone going up to the front door. It's a
policeman.
WATCHER: Wonder what he wants.
JUMPER: He's talking to my father. (Pause.) Now he's
leaving.
WATCHER: And your father?
JUMPER: He's hugging my mother . . . they're both crying.
(Calling to her parents.) Mom! Dad! What's the matter? Don't
cry, please don't cry. (Turning to the WATCHER.) What's wrong
with them? Why won't they answer me? (She turns back, but the
on stage pool of light has vanished and the MOTHER and
FATHER have left the stage.)
Mom . . . they're going. Where
did they go? (Yelling.) Mom . . . Dad . . . I'm here, I'm here!
WATCHER: Are you?
JUMPER: Yes, yes I am. I'm here.
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WATCHER: Yes, well . . . for now.
JUMPER: What do you mean?
WATCHER: Nothing. So . . . are you going to jump?
JUMPER: Jump?
WATCHER: From the bridge. That's why we're here, isn't it?
JUMPER: Yes . . . that's why I'm here. Why are you here?
WATCHER: To watch.
JUMPER: To watch . . . you're here to watch me jump from the
bridge?
WATCHER: No. I'm here to watch you jump . . . or to watch you not
jump. I just watch. It's getting late, are you going to jump or not?
JUMPER: (Crossing to the railing.) I haven't decided yet. (She looks
down as the on stage pool of light appears. Three TEENAGE
GIRLS enter the light. The GIRLS are wearing dark dresses and
each is carrying a red rose. They do not speak.) I can't make up
my mind. There is someone down there.
WATCHER: Your parents?
JUMPER: No, my friends. (Pointing.) They're right there, can't you
see them?
WATCHER: (Looking.) No.
JUMPER: (Looking over the railing.) They're crying, too . . . they're
carrying flowers. (Calling to her friends.) Hey! Guys! Up here!
What's the matter? Answer me! (To WATCHER.) They're not
answering.
WATCHER: Maybe they're not there.
JUMPER: They're there! They're right there! What's going on?
They're there . . . they're there, and they're crying.
WATCHER: Perhaps they've lost something.
JUMPER: Lost something?
WATCHER: Something valuable.
JUMPER: They're placing flowers on the ground. (Pause.) Now
they're leaving. (Calling.) Don't leave! Come back! Hey, where
are you going? Come back! It's me, I'm up here . . . I'm here.
WATCHER: Are you?
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JUMPER: Yes! Yes! I tell you I'm here!
WATCHER: I believe you. You don't have to convince me. I'm a
believer.
JUMPER: A believer?
WATCHER: Yes.
JUMPER: What do you believe in?
WATCHER: I believe in what is and what will be.
JUMPER: How do you know what will be?
WATCHER: I don't know . . . nor do you.
JUMPER: Then how can you believe in it?
WATCHER: Because, we can control it.
JUMPER: Control what?
WATCHER: The future. You and I, we control it . . . with our minds.
Our minds create thoughts . . . thoughts that turn into action.
So . . . have you decided to jump?
JUMPER: (Slowly.) I think so.
WATCHER: You think so? Well . . .
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